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1  SXAMIWATlY O 

2 BTA . hat a r 

3 0. For the record, it's now 9sl5, Karch 25th, 

4 ; 1917. This iL an nterview of John McDonald, who is 

5 employed by TWA. correct? 

6 A* That is correct, 

7 0. The location is Chattanooga, TeaWWeee.  

I Present at this interview are Larry Robinson and Mark 

9 Reinhart from RC and John McDonald, the wit"es,.  

10 As agreed, this is being transcribed by a 

11 jcourt reporter. The subject matter of the interview 

I i 12 concerns your knorledge or iavolvement in the production 
13 of the March 20th, 1916 respoase from TWA to wiC 

14 regarding TA's compliance with 10 CPR SO. Appendix a at 

15 Watt's Bar.  

16 Mr. McDonald, will you please stand and 

17 raise your right hand? 

18 (Witness complies.) 

19 l. Do you solemnly wear or affien that the 

20 isformation you are about to give is the trath, the whole 

21 truth sad nothing but the truth, so help you God? 

22 A. I do.  

23 JOnW RcDOALD, 

24 having flrst been duly sworn, was e amined and testified 

25 as follows.: 

SMTTR REPORTING AGEWCY (615) 267-0989



1 T BR Xto MBnot 

2  0. For the purpose of backraMd, woold you 

3 please state yotr exact title currently at TWA? 

4 j A. I ra the Watts Bar Site Licensing Renager.  

5 0. And starting froo year graduation from 

€ college or lower edUcatioa, woold yo plasse briefly 

7 trace yoor career in the naclear iadausty? 

* A* Cold we defer that for a --meat while you 

9 identify for so the purpose of this iavestigatLon and the 

10 purpose of recording this interview? 

1 1  Io. ROBErSOica have already stated the 

12 porpose of investigation is to determine the tact, ;; 

13 circumstances surrounding the production of TWA'a 

14 corporate response to the IRC reqarding whethtl or not 

15 they're in compliance with 10 CPr 50, Appendix B and any 

15 involvement or part you played or vroe connected with in 

17 the doevelopment of that response.  

1i TRE WMIWUSs I understand that is a topic, 

19 What is the purpose of the investigation into that topic? 

20 Ri. RoObW8Wot The purpose of the 

21 iarestigation into that topic is to determine hvbther or 

22 not -aremens made in that response wero, in fact, 

23 accurate or correct at the time they were made.  

24 TRe WfTWeSS, I understand. And the purpose 

25 of recording the information? 

SKITR RCPORTIHG AGICT (615) 267-0989
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out oc* again, i.t for ezxaple, false or 
ml."ai" n statemnts are mad, to the U.s. Government in 

itMe ar of ts investigation, vhther they are under 
oath or w*"tbhr they r* rcorded or not recorded, it 
rakes no diftereRaG with respect to ivil1 or crisinal 

liability.  

TWE Vtussj I belie, in ny understanding 
of t1e system, there were so=me iplications &a to

SR? I R"PORT'IG AGCBCT (615) 267-099,

II. RaCBm the "peee - ree <r4iz9 the I emat ri becaause it has been omeed* wet the NRC Office f Im*sgationq have zecidet 
e a coXr 

j porter Lt this Lavestigatto, 

ITa Wrngs m s n. does that relate to any civl or critial prcedisitt 

R. ROaragl, W".ther or met the results of 
his iatere a tre reordd or not * * bearng on 

civil or criaia procee".gs or civil or criminal 
Liabilities Those vould be the same Whether or enot we 
ver* '*cordinl the intel rve or whether ee . rent.,, 

Tut wr"lILw s And wb*ther or not it is taken 
m Er oath or not, 

*I. PrOS3 0 ?, tie zact that it is taken 
under oath, and obvionusly hether or not it is recorded, 
1eads more credeace hopefully to the results of the 
interview.

I4
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1 adivtseat to rights and legal representation if criainal 

2 preseediage were being costemplated, but apparently 

3 i that*s not the case.  

4 PM. RBOSBESOM Advisement of rights -* of 

5 course, ite your option. We are not forcing you to be 

6 interviewed here. Tou have the option of declining to be 

7 interviewed. There is no necessity for advisement of 

8 rights dating the course of these interviews because the 

9 interviews are non-custodial anyway.  

10 At any point in tie daring the interview, 

11 you may feel free to get up and walk out or decline to 

12 answer any question. Toa also have the right to counsel 

13 daring the interview if you so desire.  

14 TER WMTru83s That's enough on the subject.  

15 I just wanted to have the ground rules in the record.  

1 MR." ReTWRART1 Let as clarify that. so you 

17 wish to have a counsel present? 

18 TW wITieSt gS o. I do not, 

19 MR. ROBiNSOUt Are you ready to proceed? 

20 TER WzITNESSi Tes. I aa, 

21 BT MR. RIOBVWOI 

22 0. Fros your college gradaation, if you can, go 

23 back and trace your background in the nauclear industry, 

24 A. Upon graduating freom college, I went through 

25 some fu-ther training in the Naval nuclear progra= as a

SMITS RMPORTIMG ACGENC (615) 257-0989
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unior Raval officer. T was asa sigd sea dty on board a 

cruiser a an anircraft carrier. That covered a period 

Sof about five and a half years.  

0. What tiaefrane vas that, what year? 

A. I graduated in 199 co mpleted the 

nuclear power training and reperted to ay first ship in, 

I believer, ovember of 1970.  

1 was transferred to the U.S. Winits around 

rebruary of 1972 and remained there until around fbruary 

of 1976.  

I was transferred to the nuclear power 

school in Orlando, Florida and remained there until 

Angust of 1978 when r left the Navy and joined the 

Nuclear Regulatory Coamission as an inspector in Region 

|Ir in Atlanta.  

In February of 1960, Region It assigned we 

to be the resident inspector at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant 

where I remained until July of 1962, at which tine I left 

the Nuclear Regulatory Commission and joined TVA as the 

Chief of the Quality Inprovenent staff in the office of 

Quality Assurance in Knorville.  

I remained there until September of 1985 

vben I was assigned as the Plant Coapliance Supervisor at 

Watts Bar Nuclear Plant. prom that position r became the 

Site Licensing sanager in July of 1986, 

SMITS RkPORTIN AGCICT (615) 267-0989



1 I 
1 Q. And the poesties 'wich yro cmar tly occUpy? 

2 A4. Z - carrntly ocaCpyWig that poaitieoa.  

3 0. R e. RcDonald am, gaing to take you back to 

4 | the late 'I5 or early 19866 time fram nm.  

S f When did you first become aware of the IRSRS 

* perceptisas that were preseated to Cowissloner 

7 Asselstine in mid-December of 19857 

SA. r first heard rf ereaces to that meeting a 

9 fewr days before Christmas of 195.  

10 I had been involved In a presenteeton en ohe 

11 j RC on December 18th that related to the nuclear 

12 fperformance plan for Watts Bar, a broad scope plan for 

13 getting Watts Bar prepared again to go tfor an operating 

14 license.  

15 I was not aware of the oposlag meeting on 

16 the 19th that the 8XR8 had with Commissioner Anselstine,, 

17 but I hoeard a few days later that theroe had been a 

s18 eeting planned and that there were mone subjects that 

19 wero causing a lot of debate.  

2 0  I didn't learn what they were until early in 

21 January, as I recall. YTo will have to help se with the 

22 Idates, but it was a day or two after IRC's issuance of a 

23 letter requaeting TVA to provide a position on Appendix 

24 .9, 

25 r saw a telecopy of that letter. And then I 

SMIT8 REPORTIN AGSCT ($15) 267-0969



1 started to hear more about the meetitg that had occurred 

2 and the backgrouad Oe December 19th 1953, and heard more 

3 jabout hbor WA was going to develop a response to and when 

4 TVA was going to develop a response to WC' s letter of 

5 January the 3rd.  

€ 0. Row do you come to ooe a tolecop of the 

7 BIC request? 

I A. I believe that the acting site director for 

9 rWatts Bar, pr. a4 anasi, shared a coy of t vwith oe. I 

10 was the plant's compliance supervisor at that time and 

11 Inormally dealt with NRC on issues of meeting or not 

12 meeting conditions of a construction permit.  

13 Q. At that point in time were assigned, or did 

14 you accept any specific responsibility in preparing any 

15 portion of the response to that letter? 

16 A. At that point in time it was my understanding 

17 that the iasse was going to be handled at a corporate 

18 level, and that at that time I had so assignment in 

19 responding to it.  

2 0  Q. And there came a point in tine when you did 

21 receive an assignment. When was that and what were the 

22 circumstances? 

23 A. As I recall, it was mid to late January, I 

24 ;got a phone call from Tom Burdette n tbohe Division of 

25 Ouality Assurance, DOA.

BMITB REPORTING AGINCT (615) 267-0989
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so advised - that the Divisioe of Qaality 

Asarase bad beea assignaed the lead respsibility for 

developing the WA response to the 38SS perception or the 

Appendiz B question or the response to the January 3rd, 

1995 letter. These were all viewed as the ame thing.  

And that he had bees givets r e as as 

tndividual to provide a positio tfor eme ot the eleven 

rMS perceptioen, that being oe aacooterenaces. I was 

supposed to develop and provide a pleat position oe the 

handling of noncoforuances by the operating 

organization.  

I an thinking and trying to recall who it 

was. I an sure he told ms how he had gettea my nme, but 

I =a trying to rmaember how that came about 

0. Who were you reporting to in your own chain 

of comand at that tiao? Who was your timediat 

supervisor? 

A* In January of 1985, my immediate supervisor 

was the site director. The site director officially was 

Wre Bill Cottle, but for the last year and a half he had 

freqaestly ad extended assignments in Chattanooga which 

resulted in the plant sanager, Mr. «d ganis, acting as 

the site director.  

In January of 1935, we had the arrival of 

Mr. thite as the new manager of the Office of Nuclear



I2 

1 Paer.  

2 0. 196?| 

3 A. Right, 1966. And with hia, we also had a 
4 change in the licensing organizsation in WA.  
5  Very shortly after his arrival, Mr. Cridley 

S vwas brought in as a cotract person tram General electric 
7 to sapervisor the licessing organisation. And it was 

a inforaally stated that grouapse incladinj the site plant 

9 coampliance uanit that r was in charge of, would become 

10 part of this new licensing organisation 

11 I say that by way of background becaase I 
12 don't recall where I was getting clear direction at that 

13 time becaase there was definitely a transition going on 

14 as to who Compliance worked for.  

1 5  0 Did Mr. tants have any objection to Fr.  

If Bardette involving you in this response activity, or was 
17 that even discuassed with nr. anisa? 

1  A. I don't recall discussing that. Certainly, 

19 I was ianvolved in no discuassion with anyone in which 

20 there was a contention about whether or not it was 

21 appropriate for as to develop a piece of this response in 

22 support of the Division of Quality Assaurance's overall 

23 development, staffing of a positioe to be reviewed and 

24 approved at the corporate level and to go back to NRC.  

25 0. So, you just accepted the task? 

SWIT8 REPORTING AG9NCT (615) 267-0989



1 A. And tried to uaderstand what it was, what 

2 scop I was spposed to be goiag after and what strategy 

3 1 was supposed to be using, 

4 0 . Now much clarification did you have at that 

5 time on yoer scope? 

9 A. There really wasn't any clarificatioe beyond 

7 my own attmpte to identify a boundary for the 

* perception, which quite frakly, I had difficulty doing.  

9 I had difficulty looking at the docoment 

10 which was shared with Comuisioner Asselstine back in 

11 December and understandinq what the flaror of the 3SRS 

12 perception with nonconforuancy was, 

13 0. Did you just have that one line perception 

14 to work with intially? 

15 A. Initially, I had the oae line perception, 

1( but Mr. Burdette made ms aware that Inus was further 

17 trying to clarifj for Corporate wA, Mr. White and his 

Is staff just what their perceptions were and the basis for 

19 then was and to improve in their articulation so that the 

20 organistion could respond to that nore fixed target.  

21 r believe January the 14th was the date of a 

22 draft 8ERU position paper that I was given by Mr.  

23 aurdette that played out in some greater detail vbat aSRS 

24 iseant by poor handling of nonconformances.  

25 C. was there any future clarification beyond 

SMITH REPORTIIG AGECCT (415) 267-0989



1 that', or was that pretty suck it? 

2 A.* Prom the 31RS parapective, quite frankly, it 

3 kept going, The January 14th posittio then became 

4 superceded or amended by at least two nore veraions of 

5 what RSES really meant the problem was of senceoforaance 

€ haadling.  

7 It was never clear to me if these were 

* additional concernas or If they were revisions of the 

9 statement of concern by stS5 and its basis.  

10 my perception, if it's appropriate for so to 

11 offer my perceptions 

12 Q. Sure.  

13 A. Was that the MSRS staff was working 

14 furiously to develop a basis for the perceptions that 

15 they had shared with nr. Asselatine, perhaps prematurely, 

1€ Inot that the perception could not be defended, but that 

17 they bad not developed and defended them before sharing 

18 ' then with the comaissioner.  

19 bevert;eless, my task was to figure out what 

20 the *8S perception was and to help develop a position 

21 with respect to that perception, 

22 so, I took the information froee the January 

23 14th position. And Lros that I concluded that the area 

24 !of the NSRS perception was that the nonconforming 

25 conditions, those which had been being processed on a

SMITS RePOPTING AGCtCY (615) 267-0989



1 t£fso that to called an CR.  

2 I There were other proble olving processes 

3 or other problem solving administrative processes being 

4 used in TWA at that time. But from what I sam in the 

5 Sa S perception as writtea out on January 14th. I 

€ coacladed that the cocern was with the adequate haaniag 

7 of generic implications of those problems which bad been 

I administered through the NCR stem.  

9 So, given that boeadary, I vet off to look 

16 lat how the operating oranitsatioa should feel about the 

11 j handling of the nonconformances which it had indentified 

12 on the yCR tor vwith respect to the adequacy of the 

13 generic handling. or that part of corrective action which 

14 goes beyond fixing the individual problem and looks at 

15 the root cause and sees the root cause to find other 

1 j siilalr ezamples and corrects tbhe. And that was what I 

17 focused on.  

18 0. What vero your findings? 

19 A. My perception going into it, once I bounded 

20 it, was that those nonconformances which numbered at that 

21 tine approesiately three hundred.  

22 Through the history of the operating 

23 organisation, having identified problems on that NCR 

24 faors, my perception was that the handling of those bad 

25 been essentially the same as the handling of several 

SMITH REPORTING AGEWCT (615) 267-0909



14 

1 thommand that had been idetitied br the ceastruction 

2 orgysi.etioe and the rewimring orgestsatien aM had 
3 Iben dispositioned by them affecting Watts Bar.  

4  The reason tor that perception was because 

5 by procedre, it design or eoastructL a eaused the 
S problem, the operating organizatiea's aemeceteoeace 

7 would be essentially turned over to the design and 

* Ieasttuctioe orgealsatiea to determae the dispositLon, 

9 detemne the generic tapligatiass just as if 

10 11construction or design had ientitied the problems 

11 themselves.  

12 The aonfonterace torn was typically used 
13 by the operatin rga atien to document those problems 

14 which were design and construction ones, rather than 

15 operation oaes.  

1 I . Is the eason yeo ceonaetrated on the 

17 operations aspect of it, becase you were in operations 

1j or becase tt yd tht's what you e Rs concern? 

19 A. I concentrated on operations because Rr.  
20 Srdette showed me the assignment list for handling the 
21 eleven BIW perceptions.  

22 When it came to the one on aoneonformancy, 

23 it was sub-divided into three erners for providing input, 

24 land I was assigned -- y assignment was limited to the 
25 operations organization perspective.  

SRZTB RBPORTING AGCTY (615) 267-0989
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Other inditiduals wore assigmed 

repeaibilities for providing a position tfroa 

construction and engineering.  

0. Okay.  

A. I didnmt coeplete the last answer. I said I 

vwet into it with a perception that that was the 

condition.  

I'l trying to figure out how not to answer 

everything within this one qaestion, so we can coea back 

here.  

0. ooeel free to expand if you feel the 

iLaforation 

A. I vwent on a trip or missed a day of work, 

and Pr. Bardette needed an inpot around January 29th, for 

some reason, that I wasat sensitive to. And he got one 

of my staff smbers to create a position on January 29th 

bhich was not well thought out sad wvich I did not agree 

I vith.  

So, as soon as I got back to work, I started 

undoing that position and put in the one that I was 

developiag.  

0. Who was that stafft sber? 

A. Charles Butaler. I believe that he worked 

jwith Les Ottinger, also of my staff.  

0. Did they kind of present a representation of
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a draft of operation vtw at that peat that you had to 

correct with Bardetter or what w the mehaiLes of that? 

A. They id. I desot recall, but r brought the 

Sworking fil* here. I believe that there is a copy of 

that position in here. If it would be esef l to discase 

that, r11 look for it.  

0. Well, briefly, Tou said it was sot well 

tboagbt out.  

What were the aspects of that position that 

I yoa disageed with? 

A. Let sO first road from a paper that I typed 

;p apparently within the first couple of days rFbruary in 

It says, »bLle the statemeonts provided by 

C.rV. rutsler on January 29, 19-8 and J.A. McOonald on 

Petruary 12, 1906 are accurate and true, their 

j completeness is a subjective opinion.  

*In my opinion, the February 20, 1986 draft 

corporate position is not complete beaase it does not 

clearly identify the issue to which it responds. It does 

enot establish a clear position with respect to what I 

believe the issue is.  

*It largely does not provide sfficentar 

information vith respect to program ilplementation to 

support the needed corporate position, and it does not



L7 

1 La crpcat te tat *Uh preteA by S.AI. Wa a 

2 rebrusty 12, 1M.0 

3 And as this gets ba up esd beth T staff 

4 bad sot pcowidd what I wasted the to prcidr, as well 

5 as r had a permtsal opisaie that thte Aretia foc the 

a e ffort was net what r welt hor a ecOe had I been is 

7 charge ofa stting the trategy ter t*e respo .  

0. Was that dcm-at that yen w* 6qotiag ftra 

9 addressed to Bardette or LicOaUia, * vWh did yeou d 

10 it to? 

11 A. This dccaBest was net addr-dest. I typed 

12 it up so that I could discuss trfc it.  

. 1 3  Let so recall w* z di d bhe &d scaseio i 

14 this area with. r -elieve rn that the roses why 

15 typed this up was becaus r fIelt thet I -- ded to force 

16 the* tsse with , r, Bardette to get the draft corporate 

17 positios to include the rwriae posities that t had gives 

18 his on February 12th, wbich for oe rOS oSr eother had 

19 iet shWws up io the collective corprate positioa on 

20 fjbruary 20th, 

21 1 dI  d not know if it was as silatttrativ 

22 itsse that had ceased an oversight, or if there was aie 

23 reloctaBce to incorporate what I had prcoied on the 

24 12th.  

25 I vas concerned that, in my opinion, t.e

SMITB REPObTIMG AGWCTY (615) 267-0919
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I 
Sdott ca peaites VMs Met takig a clear stand 

like I thet it ought to take a clear stad an the Is 

The stccture wan providing a disueassio of 

the progrms which were i place r pl aed to be in 

place largely. I felt that it was are ppropriate to 

talk abut the pectoam m which bhad eccrred in the past 

and take a clear positieo a whether or st WA agreed 

with the anS f ptc e.n 

But that was my opiates on how to package 

j WA' opiaioa of the MRS perception and d it backs to 

I' i 

r did eet with Mr. Richard rolley and 

shared rmy concern with his. Be was, of couarse, ia charge 

of the ftrateg for this repeas. *e isdicated that he 

was deiresus of sharing with eRC esessh isatomtion so 

that MW could drw the coclusitom it needed to, 

0. Did yoar point of view, or your desired 

additt-s to that section eer get iuplasented iato the 

finalM edition? 

A6 *y position did get into the positiot, t*e 

sorry. Let s try to speak sore elearly.  

The position vbich I offered for the Watts 

sBar operating organisation was incorporated accurately in 

the Marcb 20 h submittal by WA. Tt was devised and
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1 Wainrperated caniatent with strateg hiceh Mr. Ktlley 

2 had fer the eatire paceag.  

3 0. What was that strategy, to your knowledge? 

4 A ny opinioa was that strategy was to whare 

5 with MC TWR* opiatio oa the program it had in place, or 

S -as goitag to kh L place ia the arna t aM'* 

7 perception withest *ach further discussia, 

S 0. As eppeSd to past parte ae 

A. As oppwsed to discussiAg past or current 

10 pertornmae or Makitg clear staements to agree orT 

11 disagree with the 83W perceptions.  

12 owr, a little while ago you had so lookiag 

13 for what my staff had presented on January 29th, and 

14 thus far r have not come acroe that. Let me look for a 

15 moment here. r found it. Let me review it for a moment.  

1 It reviewed atain what Mr. NLttler of my 

17 staff provided to Hr. Willie Bran'sa staff which I don't 

is recall the specific relationship, but this was to Mr.  

19 Bardett*e o Jeanary the 29th.  

20 When I reviewed It again, I snce again 

21 concidoed that it is a discussion that is tnited to 

22 describing the procedural controls which were in place 

23 for handling conditions adverse to quality with no other 

24 perspective of nonce-formance handiag being discussed.  

25 0. oay I reviaw that?

SMIT! RIPORTiUG AGCICT (i15) 297-0989



1 . A. Ta.  

2 Q. Tb your aknwledge, Mr. eDomald, is a copy 

3 of this included in thee binders that were prepared by 

4 !br. Btrdette regarding the backup information and the 

5 development of the technical responses? 

6 Do you have any knowledge of whether or not 

7 this particular docament nclude theooo biadeor, if you'r 

* fatiliar with those? 

9A I specifically an aware of the time frame in 

10 which NRC reoqooested that WA deoroelop and present binders 

11 of backup information which would demonstrate the 

12 iaformation that TWA atilised in developing the tarch 20.  

13 1966 letter. r. Sardette had a toy role in developing 

14 thbose findings.  

15 Wy specific Involvement in that specifie 

1i exercise was to collect, label anad provide the file which 

17 you are looking at now to mr. Ralph Skill of the Division 

1t of Nuclear Safety and Licensiag in Chattanooga, who waV 

1 to to thean pass it on to Mr. Burdette.  

20 I ea not aware of what from this file did or 

21 did not get to Mr. Bardette, or did or did not wind up in 

22 the backup material which NRC received.  

23 0. Okay.  

24 A. Wait one minute. Let so correct something.  

25 Pr. sill did tell sa that he had not

BRITH REPORTIIC AGENCT (615) 257-0989



C

1 t iacluded in that package Loamatiea that I had La my 

2 tfil that as related to a maubaqent letter from QC on 

3 May 30, 19t" because that was not part of, per s,. what 

4 3RC had asked for. Theretore he had takes that part ouat 

5 of ar file.  

* 0. ee*.  

7 A. I don't recall, amy other pieces - myself 

* being advised of aoy other pioues being removed tra the 

9 working file that was going to mIC.  

10 0. And if I understand correctly, yoar basic 

11 problem with this response that was prepared by Mr.  

12 Hutzler evidently, was that it only addressed the 

13 procedures that were in place to handle onaconformance 

14 reporting and did not delve iato the actual 

15 implementation of the procedures 

16 A. Yes, and the adaquaey of that 

17 iaplementation.  

16 j From there I developed aose additional worda 

19 to both ravine some of the progrm discriptions that Mr.  

20 Butaler had made becaase I didn't think that they wero 

21 feoased as aostly as they should have ban,. I don't 

22 remember. They were editorial sheages.  

23 I think that there was a refereoce to the 

24 Plant Operations Review Committee in there that I thought 

25 might have been a little misleading, and I revised that.
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Bat the ket thing I did was to develop a 

tat-m t that aid that the mamer in which these three 

hundred nenconfotmances had been hadled was the same or 

mach the sam aS the aeveral thosand handled by the 

other organizations.  

In ordet to coafra - because as r aid a 

while 90o, that was a perception that I had. a perception 

based upon my xpeortince as an n C iaspector, my 

experience working in Ouality Assurance and the 

experiences I had gained in the short time I had been 

back at Watts Bar in the handling of nonconforanaces.  

I walked over to a file draer in my office 

in which there were nonconfocBances iseaed by the 

operating organization from amongt that body of three 

hundred, and I randomly reached into the drawer in the 

1983 tie frame and pulled out approximately ten 

nonconformances and reviewed them for their relevance to 

the current condition at Watts Bar to ae it there vwas a 

correlation that could be made about the adequacy of the 

bandling of generic implications, which, once again, I 

thought was the XSRS point that I should be responding 

to.  

As Z recall, I found at least three 

instrumentation problems with slope and fitting problems, 

technical deficiencies. T was aware that such 

SMITH REPORTI1G AG9CTY (615) 267-0989 
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inatrmntationa poblem had been raised closed fomally 

asd then ralsed agalan ore thaa ace bdring the life of 

the Watts Bar plant, apparently indicating lack of 

adaqaute generic corrective action to oake the problre 

actually g tt resolved.  

W* wetr, at that point tluo ti t atts Bar i 

just undertaking a broad scope plaatride program to 

resolve Iinatr ntation slope problems in early 198. Tio 

so that completely contirced that there had been 

inadequate generic corrective action for noncofsterances 

!identified in that ran o three hundred by the 

operating organization that had been diapoaittoaed and 

resolved generically by the engrieering contrction 

organisation, 

So, I proceeded to work to 9gt a stateaent 

put in the eSnS perception of non-conforsances that 

indicated that those initiated by the operating 

organisation bad recaived sitilar handling to those 

initiated by the constrtction and engineering 

organisatioas.  

BT -R. XIMARTI 

0. When you say the sme, froe the examples you 

have found there was inadequate action to prevent 

\recurrance of generic corrective action? 

A. That's true.,



1 - . Are yoe then saying that the me as that 

2 the daeia aid m astrution also had ina4aquate action to 

3 prevent recurrence? 

4 A. r an telling you that my opinioe was that 

5 those were inadequate programs. I had as a Wa employee 

9 and as a C employee preiously told TWA that. An my 

7 opinlon, those were lnadequate programs.  

I But wrhn it coaes to this particular 

9 exercise in early 1916 camenting and developing the 

10 position on the design and constructioa handling of 
11 nonconforaonces was beyond the scope of my assigument or 

12 boandary to operate in. I could only coaent on the 

13 operating organizations three hundred nonconfomances. i 
14 i0. 1 guess ra confused though. You describe 

15 operating as inadequate on generic corrective action, and 

1f then you say it is the same as design and construction.  

17 The information yoo vere r aing to say the 

1r same as is prior knowledge you bad in the design and 

19 coastragtioa area? 

20 A. Prior opinion, not developed as a part of 

21 this Appeadis iasse. Prior opinion as both chief of 

22 th OQuality taproveoent staff, as well as the resident 

23 inspector at Watts Bar.  

24 Ny inspection reports and the quality 

25 ,probleas that my staff vorked on as part of the ?1rA 
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I OfralC of Quality Assurance highlighbtd aP concerns with 

2 the adequacy of the WA corrective action program.  

3 0. What rI a trying to ask then is why you 

4 didn't develop that at this tine? 

5 These opiniona yo bad of the other 

6 portioss, were they sppertable in your aind by work you 

7 had done before? 

A A. Definitely. lBeever, keep in mind that the 

9 strategy that r understood was desired for the Appendix B 

10 response did not get into the area of offering opinion on I 

11 adequacy or inadequacy of performance of solving 

12 nonconformances.  

13 0. I understand that. 's mearching for your 

14 basis for saying the same as.  

15 A. If we are looking for documented evidence of 

16 sy opinion and why I draw it, we can go back to the 

17 Office of Assurance files on quality problems.  

18 My Quality Improvement staff was changed 

19 with developitg an administrative system for 

20 orchestrating the solution to what my staff perceived 

21 were the biggest problems coaftonting W.A, 

22 The very first quality problem we 

23 identified, Sorial lumber 83-1 was deficiencies in 

24 1corrective action. I'm sorry. Deviation control/ 

25 corrective action performance.  

SKITB REPORTING AGENCY (615) 267-0969



1  And that was based upon not only my 

2 eperiances as ans WC inapector, bat also analyses that r 

3 had my staff run based on data bases of RS3S findings, 

4 1 Institute of auclear Power findings and NRC inspector 

5 findings and what was in the current nonconformance 

€ system of TWA.  

7 Based upon evaluating all of those, my staff 

S concluded that that was the nmber one quality problem 

9 that we needed to be pursuing.  

10 Prior to that time, if you review my 
11 inspection reports as resident inspector for Watts Bar, I 

12 jbelieve you will find a trend from the early 1980 

13 inspection reports where citationa were against various 

14 criterion of Appendix B for inadequate design or 

15 constructing or procurement control or failure to follow 

15 procedures to a focus in 191,v which was one largely of 

17 citation against Criterion 16 and 15 for inadequate 

18 solution or identification and solutionas that TYA staff 

19 members knwI existed and either did not docurent, or if 

20 they were docusented they didn't get thea solved.  

21 0. With that background then and what you 

22 developed by looking at your operating corrective action 

23 system, noneonformance compliance corrective action 

24 system, and you went and talked to Xr. Kelley, did you 

25 explain this to hiM? 
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* A* I explaimed to Pr. Kelley that I believed 

that in the area that I was asatigad. the 

nonconfformance, that TWA had not done well in handling 

Snonconforaances regardless of who identified them.  

But that was, fro qy perspective, just an 

esaple of a collection of draft respses that I had 

seen, all of which to me seemed to hare the flaror that 

we were not going to talk about perceptions of 

performance.  

TWA was intending to talk about perceptions 

of our current and past documented program and 

identifying how they were supposed to work.  

0. Why did Mr. Kellry want to stay away from 

perforaance? 

A. You will have to ask mr. Kalley that. Bis 

respoRass to as wvere of the flavor that - and indeed, he 

does have a considerably broader and deeper background in 

the nuclear program than I do, and he was indeed assigned 

to oe in charge of this task.  

NO fait that the strategy that he had tAe 

project soring on was going to share enough information 

to allow the NRC staff to draw the conclusion that it 

needed to draw without going further into the area that I 

was recommending that he get into.  

0. r!r. McDonald, from your knowledge of 10 CPR 

I
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1 50, Appeadi B, yeou Sa recall Criterion One*, the very 

2 Ltiet aatosce, requiresa liceasee to have a program and 

3 to execate that program, 

4 Does that mean that the licensee must 

5 implement or execute the docamented program and 

€ procedures, does that mean they hare to carry those out 

7 through peforeance? 

* A. A construction permit is issued on the basis 

9 that the documented program in its attacture and content ' 

10 is acceptable to the commission before the construction 

11 i perait is isseud.  

12 And a condition of the construction permit 

13 is to follow that program. Therefore - I am having a 

14 little trouble understanding your question, but following 

15 the quality assurance program is a condition of the 

16 I construction permit.  

17 0. So, to then address whether one is in 

18 compliance with Appendix B, wouldn't there be a 

19 requirement to address performance as well as the written 

20 program? 

21 A. Compliance with Appendix S, and we're 

22 getting very close to getting into a semantics discussion 

23 here, but compliance with Appendix can -- I's having 

24 itrouble dealing with all the ramifications of tnis naybe 

25 subtle, mayoe not suotle point.  
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1 Y YTe said compliance with Appendix Bt 

2 0. fT be in compliance, do you have to do what 

3 yeou said yoe were going to do? 

4 A. To be in compliance with Appendix B, by 
5 virtue of the way it is crafted, in my opinion - and 

S inacidentally, we were getting ito a tough area here, and 

7 1 want you to aske me come back to this - but in my 

a opinion, compliance with Appendix inacludes, as 

9 Appendix B provides for and requires doing a good job of 

10 identifying and solving one's problems where one is not 

11 complying with Appendix B.  

12 Appendix 3 recoonises that you will not 

13 always be in compliace with some of its provisions and 

14 has designed into it, very clearly highlighted -as a 

15 matter of fact, two oat of the asiteen criteria are 

16 devoted to Appendix 3 requirements for identifying and 

17 solving the problems where you do not succesafully comply 

13 with other parts of Appendix B.  

19 So, compliance with Appendix 8 can be viewed 

20 from a point which says you're in oompliance with 

21 Appendixs as long as you are doing a good job of 

22 identifying and correcting your failures.  

23 It can also be viewed from another semantics 

24 viewpoint to say that any time that you fail to comply 

25 with any individual element of a procedure that is in 

SMITH R9PORTIrG AGINCT (615) 267-0989
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plice as part of the cestrtmeetI permit under the 

criteriem of Appendix Be that any time you had any 

minor deviation you are not in compliance with Appendix 

B, which is of course the condition under which every 

single construction permit haa operated and will operate.  

There's m such thing as any nuclear 

facility or utility or plant under any phase of its 

design, construction or operation which is totally in 
compliance with every element of every procedure that it 
appropriate to its quality assurance programa.  

So, compliance with Appendix B would seem to 
Ime, to be more of how well you are complying with the 
various criteria of Appendix B. including how well you 

are identifying and solving the problems, the conditions 

adverse to quality.  

0. So, am I correct in assuming that what youa 
are saying there is that to haver a documented program 

sitting on the shelf is not enough? 

A. To have any documented program sitting on 

the shelf is enough to get a constraction peramit. In 

order to keep a construction permit, one has to go foward 

and iaplement it, which is a requirement of that 

construction permit, and one which this utility has done 

and which aRC has reviewed the implementation of for 

quite sometime.  
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S 10 Q. So, performance of the corrective action 

2 program, mencoaforaing item prograa, would be part of 

3 compliance with Appendix 7? 

4 A* Peformance of all of the elements of 

5 Appendix A to so is an integral part of our coammitment 

I for a compliance with Appendix a. And I believe that 

7 moat the criterion read of that flavor.  

SMreaasures shall enaureg is a common them.  

9 Measures mean that they have to be established, and 

10 measures can't very veil ensure unless there's someone 

11 there performing them.  

12 1 believe the whole flavor of the document 

13 is one of having the program in place and followinq it.  

14 0. Then, wouldn't it seem reasonable in 

15 answering the question regarding compliance with Appendix 

16 a that a person would address performance as well as 

17 programs and procedures? 

1 i A. Obviously I feel that way, or I would not 

19 have met with Mr. Kelley and expressed an opinion that I 

20 felt that an approppriate response to NRC would include 

21 discussion of performance.  

22 Rowever, I don't understand why you would 

23 ask me to confirm my opinion.  

24 0. I just want to make sure that I understand 

5 whvbat you are saying.
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i f A. okay.  

2 BT r,. uBSO.RS 

3  0. hr. rlley's strategy in preparing the 

4 response, was it verbalised to you, or did you infer that 
5 from reading some of the other responses? 
6  A* r got it largely through inference, the 

7 firat inference coming from seeing what my staff had 

8 developed during my absence on January 29th.  

9 As I recall, I asked Hr. Rutsler, vhy did we 
10 j only talk about what the procedures are structured to say 

11 ! and not talk about performance? 

12 believe he referred to Mr. Burdette and 

13 the other individual fro QA who worked closely with Hr. I 
14 Burdetto during this process. I an trying to remember 

15 his name. Perhaps you can help me and offer some other 

16 names? 

17 Mr. Ray Newby. Bo said that's all they 

18 vanted.  

19 I got a copy. I believe I vent to Kr. Newby 

20 and got a copy of the other draft responses which he had 

21 at that point in time before going back and vorking on 

22 revising the one that my staff had made. And I first 

23 noted that that apparted to be the flavor, that the draft 

24 responses submitted on that date vere discussions of 

25 programs, not of perceptions of their performance or any 
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1 clea statments as to whether or not thoe perceptions 

2 were in agrement or disagreoment with those coaing out 
3 of 383.  

4 Bow, Vve gotten lost. I've forgotten where 
5 we were trying to go with the discussion.  

6 Q. I gques one of my botto Iline questions 

7 eventually is I have here the copy of the January 3rd 

a letter that was sent to TWA by the mRC.  

9  And in the middle of the second paragraph, 

10 it says, TYon are requested to furnish under oath or 

11 affirmation, TWA's corporate position with respect to 

12 vhether or not 10 CPR Part 50, Appendizx requirments 

13 are being met at the Watts noBar facility..  

14 ows, just within your bailivick, at that 

15 time in the January/Pebruary time frame operation, your 

16 random review of the 1913 NCR's, and not even considering 

17 your projections of whether or not engineering and 

13 construction ICR's were handled the same as the 

19 operational, if you were to have anowered that letter, 
20 would yeou ever said that TWA was in compliance with 

21 Appendix 31 

22 A* This is, of course, a hypothetical question.  

23 0. Tes.  

24 A*. y strategy, had I been qive4 the 

25 assignment, would have been to have identified that there

SMITH REPORTrIG ACENCY (615) 267-0989



1 I were compliance probles in most, if not all of the areas 

2 in which BSS bshared perception and indicated what 

3 programs iaprorvernts were either underway or needed to 

4 ;be developed in each of those areas.  

5  When it came to the noncontfoeraces, I would 

€ have essentially osed that section to make a samoary 

7 statement that said that one of the reasons woy there 

a were protracted significant problems in some of the 

9 other areas was because of past ineffectiveness in the 

10 problem solving system and identify what was being done 

11 ;or needed to be done in order to iaprove the performance 

12 !of the corrective action system.  

13 0. And what would have boon your statement as 

14 to whether or not Appendix 8 requirements were being net 

15 at the Watts Bar facility at that time? 

16 A. That is a tough one because the lack of 

17 perfection that anyone gets into, 

18 I believe I probably would have irritated 

19 the ooissteion by providing a responase back that says 

20 that we have a documented program in place. That program 

21 and its performance is not perfect, which is why we have 

22 ia corrective action system.  

23 That corrective action system is not 

24 perfect, as described in the attachment. And we conclude 

25 that TVA is aeeting its commitment to devise and 
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1 imaplement a program that satisfies Appendix B, including 

2 eone to solve problems.  

3 I vould not have made a statement of yes, no 

4 seets Appendix B because of the semantics, it's too easy 

5 to get into the apples and oranges of the meaning of that 

6 criteria in 15 and 16.  

7 So, I would have limited the response to 

8 making a stateoment that was of the flavor that 

9 acknowledge it, that we have problems in certain areas, 

10 what we are doing about them and say that is consistent 

11 with provisions of Appendix 3.  

12 0. In your own aind, without - we know what 

13 you would have responded to the WRC, but in your own mind 

14 as of January 1906, early February, 1986, was Watts Bar 

15 in compliance with Appendix B, just your opinion? 

16 A. The same statement holds now as it did then.  

17 It the criteria for compliance with Appendix 

18 B is that one has a program in place that covers all 

19 eighteen of the criterion, and one is iaplementing those 

20 prograis, and included in that program is that one is 

21 implementing a corrective action system under Criterion 

22 15 and 1U, then if one has to say yes or no, one !s 

23 complying with Appendix B, I would say the answer is yes, 

24 one is complying with Appendix B.  

25 3 ut then one needs to state and highlight
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1 that that means that one does have problems with 

2 coaplianc in certain areas and ia working on fixing 

3 them, even it aome of the problems are with the problen 

4 solving system.  

5 1 think that given a yes/no anaver, the 

6 savrer yes, compliance, bat with a lot of explanation 

7 that that yes is recognising the ezistaace of 

a deficiencies, the need ftor correction of deficiencies and 

9 indeed, the need for improvement in the ability to 

10 correct deficiencies.  

11 That is my experience and my opinion.  

12 Q. With that in mind, do you feel that the 

13 final Rarch 20th package, the cover letter and the 

14 individual's explanation of the M8RS perceptions 

15 presented an accurate picture TWA's position with 

16 respect to compliance at that time? 

17 A. If you would, let me review the cover letter 

Is because it's the key to it all in my opinion - how the 

1t cover letter addresses the implications of the problem 

20 solving systems perfornance to the response.  

21 I believe that there is a section in here 

22 toward the end. I see in here statements which indicate 

23 in the second paragraph acknowledgement "that problems 

24 have been identified." 

25 And in the third paragraph identification
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1 that there are problems with the problem solving system.  

2 *1 recognize that the major throaust of those 

3 perceptions is directed towards the ineffectiveness of 

4 corrective action.0 

5 And then I interpret that the submittal goes 

6 on to further commiat to improvements specifically in that 

7 area, because it says, r intend to continue the 

8 examination of CA activities.* 

9 Then it says, We*11 foecus particularly in 

10 that programatic area.* This is referring to QA 

11 activities, right after talking about ineffectiveness in 

12 corrective action.  

13 So, I believe I conclude what T did before 

14 this ... y opinion it may be tortuous for ORC to draw the 

15 conclusions it needs to drave as Mr. galley indicated, he 

16 vas intending to provide enough information for XRC to 

17 draw the conclusions it needed to.  

18 It is not as perhaps as rigidly structured 

19 black and wbite as I would have structured the response, 

20 but it does rely on the concept and does not obscure the 

21 concept that the position is acknowledging weakness in 

22 corrective action performance and committing to iaprove 

23 the program.  

24 0. At the time you took your rando sanple of 

25 the NCR ana reviewea then and looked at the generic
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1 iaplications and found the repeated 9C'sa indicating that 

2 the generic situation may not have been properly 

3 corrected, if you had to place a confidence level in the 

4 corrective action system, operational corrective action 

5 system under your purviev, whabt percent of confidence 

6 would yeou have that identified probleams had been 

7 generically corrected? 

8 A. Based upon all of my experiences, or based 

9 saimply upon that look in the file drawer? 

10 0. Based on all of your experiencese, including 

11 that look in the file drawer.  

12 A. Let's answer this in two parts.  

13 0. Okay.  

14 A. The adequacy of generic corrective action is 

15 to a degree a subjective matter, because in order to get 

16 to the generic examples, one has to evaluate the root 

17 cause for the deficiency that is at hand, and then based 

18 upon the answer of what root cause you find, look at the 

19 other activities to which that root cause ay have been 

20 applicable to the performance of and perhaps caused a 

21 deficiency to occur elsewhere.  

22 The evaluation one does to arrive at a root 

23 cause is one which is open to considerable judgement.  

24 Therefore, adequacy of generic corrective action is, in 

25 many respects, an opinion.  
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1 M oe given my threshold and my a pproach for 

2 idestifying root causes and my opinion of what 
i 

3 constitutes adequate corrective action, then we aroe 

4 almost out of the realm of talking confidence levels, 

5 because what you are asking an to do is to say an I 

€ confident that I have the opinion that I hroe.  

7 rM opinion is that the generic corrective 

* action has not been desirably efctetive, what John 

9 McDonald feels is appropriate, for designing, 

10 conatructing and licensing a nuclear unit.  

11 Ny opinion has boon that that is not 

12 sufficient to get enough of the generic xamples and to 

13 make enough of the big problems actually go away, then 

14 corrective action has booeen too bandaided or narrow in its 

15 focus.  

16 0. What is John MoDonald's definition of an 

17 acceptable progran along those lines? 

1 8  A. An acceptable program would be one in which 

19 there is a eritique of the nonconformance that is in 

20 front of you, and that critique identifies all of the 

21 attributes that should have produced a quality product, 

22 which includes the training, the procedures, the 

23 individual skill levels, the toola, the inspection 

24 process and training of the inspectors, 

25 The whole focus of the Appendix R program
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1 can easily include thirty or forty elements that should 

2 have caused that performance to have been adequate rather 

3 than resulting in a deficiency.  

4 The John McDonald opinion is that when you 

5 start with a deficiency, you address those thirty or 

6 forty different aspects and see how many supported good 

7 performance and how many were contributing factors and 

I let you dovan, resulting in that deficiency occuring.  

9 Then based upon the one or five different 

10 contributing factors, you look at the time frame in which 

11 those contributing factors operated, and you either go 

12 out and review a hundred percent, or you sample the other 

13 activities to which where performance occurred under the 

14 influence of those contributing factors., 

15 0, Maybe I used the word progra tImproperly.  

1f What is John RcDonald'a definition of an 

17 acceptable level of the performance of the program? 

IRf In other words, how many generic 

19 deficiencies need to be corrected properly out of how 

20 many before the program is successful, or adequate? 

21 A. There aro at least two or three questions 

22 here. Let sO go with the first one.  

23 1 was responding to the concept of a 

24 |corrective action progras and it being adequate. I note 

25 that our corrective action program that we have had and
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1 curcently have lacks those ftetares that I just described 

2 to you.  

3 Now, in terms of the actual peftormance, the 

4 |successful performance of the corrective action, I 

5 believe it would be very difficult to develop a 

6 quantitative perforaance easaurmeent criteria which would 

7 say that if this particular CA0 defined in teres of the 

8 activity which was being performed, the kind of 

9 deficiency which occurred and the basic significance of 

10 the deficiency were uncorrected that if you identified a 

11 .CAQ by those kinds of parameters, and then you seasured 

12 to see how frequently they recurred, that would be a 

13 seasurement as to wbether or not generic corrective 

14 action was being done wall or not done vwell by how often 

15 one case up and said, "Oh, by the way, we've got another 

16 one of those.* 

17 I don't know what would be a good 

18 quantitative number because my efforts to devise 

19 peaforeasce measures of that sophistication haven't been 

20 succesaful because most people's thinking on the subject 

21 is not that sophisticated.  

22 And the more fundamental performance 

23 measures have not successfully evolved and been used, 

24 such as the average ages of open problems and the numbers 

25 ]in the oacklogs, and monitoring those things and usinn
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1 them to stimulate Lapreovrent of corrective action 

2 perfoermanse, 

3 rve never gotten to the point of 

4 successfully designing and putting in place performance 

5 measures on recurrence. But ift I ere to take a shot at 

9 this point, I would say that bwhen a deficiency is 

7 significant *nough, if not corrected, the safety function 

8 would have been compromised.  

9 Stop one is that if in the future - and 

10 it's a design or construction deficiency - if in the 

11 future the deficiency in the same kind of activity, as in 

12 civil design for the pump or the piping systems wroe to 

13 occur, it would be a measurement of ineffective 

14 corrective action.  

15 Q. Okay. Did you have any part at all, Mr.  

1 RcDonald in drafting the cover letter? 

17 A. Nono, 

1 8  0. Did you approve the final version of the 

19 attaeobent to the package that referred to the NCR as 

20 they AA^**Ae corrective action? 

21 A. I concurred with the part of the attachment 

22 that was on noonfornance after it was revised to 

23 include the address that the handling of tbhor 

24 nonconformances were similar to those that have been 

25 ihandled by enqineering and construction.
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1 Wen though that did not draw a clear 

2 picturae of adequacy, I waa not able to convinc, myself to 

3 concur in a document, or a piece of a document that I was 

4 personally responsible for that might lead someone to 

5 conclude that because the program description was 

9 adequate, that the program was performing adequately.  

7 So, that was the comproaise which I as able 

I to Strike in my own mind.  

9 0. Is there a particular portion of this three 

10 page response, and Im referring to pages 19. 20 and 21 

11 of the March 20th letter that incorporated your 

12 A, The entire scope of the position that I put 

13 into the 33RS perceptions on nonconformance handling 

14 comes, represented on 19, 20 and 21 is the paragraph at 

15 the bottom of page 20 which starts with the OUT plant 

16 staff has in place procedural control.  

17 It'*s that paragraph which ends at the bottom 

13 of page 20.  

19 0. All this really says is that basically the 

20 operation portion of the NCR system is in line with the 

21 engineering and construction situation. it doesn't refer 

22 to the adequacy of the operation.  

23 A. Precisely. It does not provide an 

24 assessment of thae adequacy of performance for either 

25 those construction and engineering nonconformance or 
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1 thoese that had been initiated by the operationa 

2 erenisatis a and abaeqently evaluated resolved by 

3 design and construction.  

4 0. In your conversation with Mr. Kelley, did 

5 you strongly suggest to Mr. Kalley that the adequacy of 

6 these progrms shaould be included, or did yea just 

7 acquiesce to his strategy regarding presenating the fact 

8 that the programs were in place and there were plans for 

9 isprovement in the fatare? 

10 A. Once again, that's a saubjective question on 

11 bow strong.  

12 I had previously written a amorandus on the 

13 subject, and though I don't know, I an quite confident 

14 that I believe r as probably the only one who went to his 

15 office to ezxpress my concerns oever the fundamental 

16 strategy that was being involved,.  

17 1 told his why I was concerned and vwhy I 

18 thought that there was, in my opinion, a such different 

19 way to go that I thought was better.  

20 Be indicated that he felt that the RRC staff 

21 couald get the inforation it needed with the strategy he 

22 had, and therefore he planned on staying that way. And I 

23 did not argue with his any further. i said my piece and 

24 left.  

25 BY MR. REIWRART: 
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comitaent that we made.  

That situation I have seen O several ases 

that we have tried to do too such, and when we tfll a 

little bit short, we disproportionately made it a big 

issue when others in the inadutry weren't even playing in 

the same league. And yet we were looking like the bad 

guys and the poor perfomers because we fell short of our 

cOamitments.  

bow, his reaction was to cast that oat of 

hand, which didn't surprise so coming froa a Navy nuclear 

background. I believe he regarded that as an excuse for 

poor perforance rather than as an assessment of ways we 

geot ourselves in trouble.  

But I can say that I have seen a couple of 

cases where over the last year Mr. White has becoae a 

little more wary about over comaitting and has now 

started to say that he intends to license Seacoyah based 

upon the same kind of comitments and same kind of 

actioes that are expected of the rest of the Ladustry, 

rather than to have the model nuclear plant that moots 

all the latest industry standards before be can start it 

ap.  

I don't know if there is an indication in 

bhere, but his initial reaction was, *Pooh, pooh. We're 

just screving up if we don't meet our cosiatents.




